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Outline

• (very brief) Intro’ top jets at the LHC.

• Jet mass:                                                 
(i) Signal & QCD BG (theory+MC);               
(ii) Ex., SM:     vs. di-jet (via side band, th’+MC).

• Jet substructure, massive jet event shapes:              
(i) Jet-Angularity;                                          
(ii) Jet-Planarity;                                                     
(iii) Jet-Probe function (systematic approach).

• Summary.

tt̄



Introduction

;
♦ In the SM (& beyond) top is unique:

♦ Direct info’ is limited (Tevatron).

  ♦ At the LHC: 107 tops/yr .

  ♦ SM: more than104 tops/yr with                 !t ! 5.

linked to EW breaking in natural models.

induce most severe fine tuning;
mt ! "H# only ultra heavy quark, 

        controls flavor & custodial violation;



  High pt tops, might be crucial signal 
for various NP models
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K. Agashe, A. Belyaev, T. Krupovnickas, G. Perez and J. Virzi, hep-ph/0612015; 
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(missing b + µ + !̄µ

• The concept of top jet emerges.  



!R ! 2mT /pT

Almeida, Lee, GP,  Sung & Virzi (08).

 Boosted top jets & collimation   



Why not use scaled-down 
conventional methods

♦ Hadronic calorimeter tower has an 

hard angular size R~0.1. 

♦ IRC (IR & collinear) safety require inclusive 

observables (e.g. cone or kt  jets).

♦ Radial shower of energetic hadrons 
are very large. 



Shower size of a single 100 GeV pion

♦ Ave’ cone of 20 cm is
required to contain
 95% of the energy; 
a full cell size! 

ATLAS, NIM A 443 (2000)
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♦ Ave’ cone of 20 cm is
required to contain
 95% of the energy; 
a full cell size! 

ATLAS, NIM A 443 (2000)

E% vs. size of section

♦ R=0.4 smallest cone 
used so far. A careful 
th’+exp’ effort required to 
go beyond that.
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(missing b + µ + !̄µ

Top jets at the LHC

(I) Jet mass.
(II) Jet substructure:
(i)angularity (ii)planarity (iii)probe function.



Jet Mass, Overview   
♦ Jet cone mass-sum of  “massless” momenta in

h-cal inside the cone: m2
J = (

!
i!R Pi)2, P i2 = 0

♦ Jet cone mass is non-trivial both for S & B.
(naively: QCD jets are massless while top jets ~ mt)



Jet Mass, Overview   
♦ Jet cone mass-sum of  “massless” momenta in

h-cal inside the cone: m2
J = (

!
i!R Pi)2, P i2 = 0

♦ Jet cone mass is non-trivial both for S & B.
(naively: QCD jets are massless while top jets ~ mt)

♦ S&B distributions via 1st principles & compare 

to  Monte-Carlo.

♦ Allow us to improve S/B.

♦ Simple mass tagging fails. (counting in mass window) 
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♦ Naively the signal is J ! !(mJ "mt)

♦ In practice: 

+ detector smearing.

Non trivial cone t-jet mass distribution

Can understood 
perturbatively

fast & small~10GeV Pure kinematical 
bW(qq) dist’ 
in/out cone

 longer~0.2GeV

(Fleming,  Hoang,  Jain, Mantry, Scimemi, Stewart)  Almeida, Lee, GP,  Sung, & Virzi.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Fleming%2C%20Sean%22
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http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Mantry%2C%20Sonny%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Mantry%2C%20Sonny%22
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QCD cone jet mass distribution

Boosted QCD Jet via factorization:
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QCD cone jet mass distribution

Boosted QCD Jet via factorization:

Full expression:

For large jet mass & small R,
no big logs =>

   can be calculated via
perturbative QCD!

J i
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QCD Jet mass distribution, Q+G 

Data is admixture of the two, should be bounded by them:



Jet mass distribution, theory vs. MC 
Sherpa, jet function convolved above pmin

T



Ex.: SM     vs. di-jet tt̄
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SM ttbar vs. di-jet naive mass tagging 
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SM ttbar vs. di-jet naive mass tagging 

☹look hopeless          even with b-taggs!                            
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Summary, mass tagging

Resolve signal from dijet background:

without jet substructure or b-tagging

Note that if S/B is enhanced,
as in RS or other NP models reach is better.



Jet sub-structure

 Almeida, Lee, GP, Sterman, Sung & Virzi; Brooijmans; Butterworth, et. al.;
Thanler & Wang; Conway;  Vos; Kaplan, Rehermann, Schwartz & Tweedie.



IRC-safe jet-shapes which know 
top from QCD jets?   

♦Successes in high jet mass => jet function is    

 well described by single gluon radiation.

Almeida, Lee, GP,  Sterman,  Sung, & Virzi.

♦As a warmup consider angularity (2-body final state):
Berger, K´ucs and Sterman (03)

♦Can evaluate distribution, fixing the mass => simplification. 

Angularities on a cone:
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2-body jet’s kinematics, Z/W/h  

==> ;

(z = mJ/pT )

Peak => special
“democratic”

configuration where
the two particles

have same energy &
min’ distance from 

jet axis  θm ≈z .

t-jets are essentially different due to the W decay (3 body)

θm



QCD jets vs top jets via planar flow
♦QCD jets are democratic & broad, shown both 

for cone & anti-kt jets.
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QCD jets vs top jets via planar flow
♦QCD jets are democratic & broad, shown both 

for cone & anti-kt jets.

♦QCD, top: linear, planar E-deposition in the cone.

♦IR-safe E-flow tensor:

♦Planar flow:

SISCone
QCD Jet



Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   
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Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   

Planar flow (Pf)
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Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   



Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   Guess: QCD
planarity shows
a “typical” QCD
behavior, might
be calculable

at high planarity



Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   



Planar flow, QCD vs top jets   

We understand 
the peak in  top 

planarity see 
“golden triangle” 

below.



Beyond Planarity, “Probe Function”
♦Planarity is a single variable in a 4D 3-body

♦Can we be more systematic in our approach?

kinematical-variable phase-space => info’ is lost.

(Disclaimer: this part is all preliminary, under study.)



Guess Probe Function, “Golden Triangle”

♦ Short cut, using the top dist’?

♦ Top dist’ is still complicated (3D), can

we estimate it where it peaks,             ? 
.
!Wb

m , !qq̄
m

♦ Fix one more (dummy) angle,     ,

to maximize planarity.

.
!qq̄

♦ The triangle shape is fixed up to 

orientation relative to the jet axis,      .
.
!Wb



The Golden Triangle 
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The Golden Triangle 
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The Golden Triangle & events overlap



The Golden Triangle & events overlap



Conclusions   

♦ Theory+technique to tag t/W/Z/h jets

♦LHC => new era, precision top physics.

♦Calculation via PQCD, new insights. 

♦Remove BG better sig’, increased NP
sensitivity (briefly mentioned). Full det’ sim’??

♦Complimentary methods, algorithms 
to interpolate between 3-jet/2jet/t-jets

(not blindly dep’ on MC).



Backups







Comparing jet function approx’ 



Jet mass distribution, theory vs. MC 
  Various MCs, at fixed pT



Pseudo-rapidity independence



Bound fake rate (# of jets in top mass window)

, Sherpa



Naive mass tagging + detector effects 

Simple S/
!
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Results for leading jet, side band



Results for leading jet, side band

reasonable 
significance-
nice reach



Results for leading jet, side band

For the subleading jet we simply require mass cut (no pT cut)


